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OutlineOutline

 Introduction to CA (LGA HPP model)Introduction to CA (LGA HPP model)

 CA computation model for real CA applicationsCA computation model for real CA applications

 Detailed computation methodDetailed computation method

 Validate the model using specific CA algorithmValidate the model using specific CA algorithm
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Cellular AutomataCellular Automata

 Cells of the same kindCells of the same kind

 Finite number of discrete statesFinite number of discrete states

 Synchronous states update Synchronous states update 

 Deterministic update rules Deterministic update rules 

 Local neighbourhoodLocal neighbourhood
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LGCA HPP modelLGCA HPP model

 Constrained particle dynamics on a latticeConstrained particle dynamics on a lattice

 Formulated as a CA ruleFormulated as a CA rule

•• Propagation phasePropagation phase

•• Collision phaseCollision phase

 Moore neighborhoodMoore neighborhood
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Executing CAsExecuting CAs

 In spite of their usefulness in modelling complex systemsIn spite of their usefulness in modelling complex systems
•• performance requirements to execute simulations can be hugeperformance requirements to execute simulations can be huge

•• their highly parallel computational model make them ideal match for parallel machinestheir highly parallel computational model make them ideal match for parallel machines

 Researchers Researchers 
•• use software running on parallel generaluse software running on parallel general--purpose machinespurpose machines

•• develop customdevelop custom--computing machinescomputing machines

 Similar structures: FPGA hardware and CA gridsSimilar structures: FPGA hardware and CA grids
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FPGAFPGA--CA related work CA related work 

 Custom Reconfigurable Computing Machine (CAREM) Custom Reconfigurable Computing Machine (CAREM) 11

•• Processing elements implement the automata transition functionProcessing elements implement the automata transition function

•• Memory banks A and B used alternatively as src and destMemory banks A and B used alternatively as src and dest

•• Reads Reads S(t)S(t) from source memory and writes from source memory and writes S(t+1)S(t+1) to the destination to the destination 
memorymemory

 Application example (256 X 256)Application example (256 X 256)
•• Image thinning algorithm & ForestImage thinning algorithm & Forest--Fire simulationFire simulation

•• Simple models having state size of 4 or lessSimple models having state size of 4 or less
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FPGAFPGA--CA related work CA related work 

 Pipelined model Pipelined model 22

•• Processing elements implement transition functionProcessing elements implement transition function

•• Banks A and B used as source and destinationBanks A and B used as source and destination

•• In a single sweep processing engine reads In a single sweep processing engine reads S(t)S(t) from src memory and writes from src memory and writes S(t+n)S(t+n) to the to the 
dest memorydest memory

 Application example (2024 X 1024)Application example (2024 X 1024)
•• Game of life and LGCAGame of life and LGCA

•• Simple models having state size of 8 or lessSimple models having state size of 8 or less
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FPGAFPGA--CA related workCA related work

 FPGA implementations resulted in speed up FPGA implementations resulted in speed up 

•• CAREMCAREM11 155155 and and 

•• PipelinedPipelined22 modelmodel 250250 timestimes
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CA lattice >> FPGA capacityCA lattice >> FPGA capacity

 For real CA applications the lattice is large For real CA applications the lattice is large 

 Assuming, CA lattice >> FPGA capacityAssuming, CA lattice >> FPGA capacity
•• but fits on board memory banksbut fits on board memory banks

 Computing system   Computing system   
•• host machine for pre and post CA processing host machine for pre and post CA processing 

•• FPGA board as a coFPGA board as a co--processorprocessor

 FPGA runs the CA compute engine (CE) FPGA runs the CA compute engine (CE) 

 FPGA onFPGA on--board memory banks store lattice board memory banks store lattice 
computationcomputation

 Two (preferable independent) memory banks store Two (preferable independent) memory banks store 
two consecutive automaton statestwo consecutive automaton states
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Block diagram: CE and CBBlock diagram: CE and CB

 CE has n compute blocks (CB)

 CE uses memory A and B alternatively as src and dest banks  

 Each CB is composed of k processing elements (PE) 

 k is the number of CA cells that the CE is able to read from the src memory 

 Each CB stores 3 columns to compute the next state for the middle column

 Each PE implements the CA transition function
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Optimal values?Optimal values?
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Test BenchesTest Benches

 Game of Life and HPP were chosen/implemented Game of Life and HPP were chosen/implemented 
•• both are very simpleboth are very simple

•• suit our goalsuit our goal

 CA hardware implementation was done usingCA hardware implementation was done using
•• SpartanSpartan--3 (S3) starter kit board, VHDL, Xilinx design tools3 (S3) starter kit board, VHDL, Xilinx design tools

 The S3The S3--board has board has 
•• one XC3S200 FPGAone XC3S200 FPGA

•• two SRAM banks each 256Ktwo SRAM banks each 256K××1616

•• SRAM banks are not independentSRAM banks are not independent

•• CE alternately reads and writes memory banksCE alternately reads and writes memory banks

•• runs with a maximum clock frequency of 50MHzruns with a maximum clock frequency of 50MHz

•• available asynchronous SRAM chips on board have 10ns access timeavailable asynchronous SRAM chips on board have 10ns access time

 This allowed us to read, compute and write in two clock cyclesThis allowed us to read, compute and write in two clock cycles
•• Rd is 2 Rd is 2 ×× 20ns for our system implementation20ns for our system implementation
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 Game of Life setupsetup

• k=16

• maximum logic that was possible to fit the FPGA was with having n=16 and w=9

• these values also resulted in the best possible computation time for the available FPGA hardware 

resources for the given setup

Results: Using S3Results: Using S3--boardboard
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Results: Using S3Results: Using S3--boardboard

 HPP model setup

• k= 4

• maximum possible logic to fit the FPGA was again with having n=16 and w=9

• these values for n and w respectively result in the worst computation time for the given setup

• best computation time was achieved with n=8 and w=16
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Conclusion and Future workConclusion and Future work
 Model to evaluate the performance of a two dimensional CAModel to evaluate the performance of a two dimensional CA

 Explicitly show how the various parameters control the CA Explicitly show how the various parameters control the CA 
acceleratoraccelerator

 Able to predict the performance of the algorithmAble to predict the performance of the algorithm

 FPGA hardware resources used in a way that enable the FPGA hardware resources used in a way that enable the 
implementation of the fastest possible acceleratorimplementation of the fastest possible accelerator

 Improved the pipelined CA computation engine with alternate Improved the pipelined CA computation engine with alternate 
uses of memory banks as source and destination memoryuses of memory banks as source and destination memory

 In the future, we will In the future, we will 
•• look into the data transfer between the host machine and the FPGAlook into the data transfer between the host machine and the FPGA

•• include the data transfer measurementsinclude the data transfer measurements

•• investigate compute bound computationsinvestigate compute bound computations

•• use V4 Xilinx FPGAs for implementationsuse V4 Xilinx FPGAs for implementations

•• investigate the 3investigate the 3--dimensional CAsdimensional CAs


